EMEARB(09)M1
29 June 2009

Minutes of the meeting of the
EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA REGIONAL BOARD
held on Friday 12 June 2009 at Palm Beach Hotel, Larnaca.
Present:
Eur Ing Dr L Savvides
Dr E Al-Gallaf
Dr M Fiorini
Mr C McLoughlin
Eur Ing S Savvides
Dr A Segal
Mrs B Gurney, Board Secretary
Ms A Taylor, Local Network Communications Manager

1.

Chairman’s Introduction

1.1
Each member of the Board introduced themselves and explained their background,
experience and skills.
1.2
The Chairman opened the inaugural meeting of the Europe, Middle East & Africa
Regional Board (EMEA RB) by explaining that:
a) The five new Regional Boards reported to the Global Operations Board (GO Board)
via the Regional Board Chairmen who all sat on the GO Board;
b) The introduction of the GO Board highlighted the IET’s commitment to its global
interests. That Board had responsibility for delivering local IET strategy whilst
devolving local decision making and implementation of the strategy to the Regional
Boards. The new regional structure would benefit members locally. Sector Panels
did not form part of the new governance structure;
c) The small constitution of EMEA RB should prove a good working structure and
allow decisions to be made quickly;
d) It would be possible to set up sub-groups in due course once a definite need had been
established;
e) Much material discussed by the Board might be commercially sensitive and would
therefore be confidential to Board members. Board members reported that this
message was not conveyed in the appointment letter received;
f) The IET 2010 Plan was currently being discussed by the Board of Trustees and would
be signed off in November. Although the Regional Boards were too new to
influence this Plan, they should be able to provide a strong input to the 2011 version;
g) The GO Board had invited the Local Network Finance Committee (previously called
the Membership and Regions Board Finance Committee) to allocate Local Network

funding for the 2009/10 session and this would take place on 24/25 June without any
input from Regional Boards. Regional Boards would take on responsibility for
allocating Local Networks funds for the 2010/11 session;
h) Boards were being asked to consider ways of keeping operational expenses to a
minimum whilst maintaining their efficiency. In discussion, the Board commented
that:
•
•
•
•
•

2.

there was a need to meet physically but that IT could be used in-between meetings;
telephone conferences were not usually effective when a large number of people
were involved;
video conferencing would be preferable as people could see each other which
would give a better perspective to the discussion;
telephone/video conferences should be kept as short as possible. Preparatory
work would be needed beforehand to ensure that best use was made of the time
available;
it had not been possible to include Keith Parr and Faith Golly via a telephone link
to the meeting as the Palm Beach Hotel could not set up this facility at short
notice.

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received from Mr F Golly and Mr K Parr.

3.

Terms of Reference and Ways of Working

The Board considered its Terms of Reference and ways of working and the following
points were made (EMEARB(09)1):
a) Each Regional Board had the same Terms of Reference;
b) The UN referred to the Middle East as Western Asia although it was still referred to
as the Middle East on the UN website. The Board agreed to keep the name Middle
East as most people would be unfamiliar with the term Western Asia but this would
be kept under review;
TO NOTE: All
c) There was no formal Vice Chairman of EMEA RB. An invitation to deputise would
be issued by the Chairman if he was unable to undertake the role himself.
4.

Business Performance and Management Information

4.1
The Board was advised that the GO Board was considering the Management Information
that it would require to enable it to oversee delivery of IET operations and that Regional Boards
were likely to receive a subset of the same data relating to operations within their region
(EMEARB(09)2).
4.2
The Board felt that it would be useful to receive a detailed annual report covering all of
the various activity throughout the region which should highlight year on year changes for the
purpose of monitoring movement. Interim quarterly reports would also be useful. Any
significant variation should be notified to the Board immediately.
ACTION: Staff
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4.3
rate.

The Board agreed that a major issue to be addressed was the low membership retention
TO NOTE: All

5.

Scope of Work

5.1
The Board discussed its scope of work and reviewed the activity within the region and the
areas where effort should be focussed (EMEARB(09)3). During discussion the following points
were made:
a) The number of IET Fellows in the region was low;
b) The recruitment/retention of members in the 25-44 age group was an IET priority;
c) Recruiting and retaining student members in the region had proved to be difficult,
particularly because the IET was a British based institution. The benefits of being a
member of the IET were not obvious to them. Material was available that was
specifically targeted at students although it was not regional specific. University
Professors could have a role to play in promoting the IET to students. It was
perceived that the IEEE had a better success rate in recruiting students;
d) Engineers Ireland, which covers all engineering disciplines, had a scheme whereby a
local company sponsored the first year of a student’s IET membership subscription, in
the process forging a link between the company and the student;
e) Students could be asked their views about what would be a useful benefit to them
from membership of the IET;
f) Universities could promote INSPEC;
g) Influential professional local bodies could be requested to promote the IET;
h) The EU could recognise the electrical engineer status by providing a professional
passport for use in member countries;
i) It was difficult to find IET literature/books/journals/proceedings in libraries or shops.
There was a strategic proposal that access to certain journals would be contained
within membership subscriptions;
j) An EMEA RB meeting could be held in an area which was expanding and combine it
with a Local Network lecture/Award ceremony;
k) The region should be encouraged to undertake some joint charitable activity;
l) Assistance was available from Marketing & Communications Dept in promoting
events in the most effective way to attain the best possible attendance;
m) The Appendix to paper EMEARB(09)3 provided a comprehensive insight into
industrial and other institutional activities in the Middle East. It was a potential
growth area where stronger IET links could be established and the Board needed to
learn what its strengths were;
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n) Further information should be obtained about Eastern Europe as a potential IET
expansion area;
o) There was potential for IET development in the Gulf as the number of private
universities was increasing;
p) A newly formed Network could be twinned with an existing Network to help
establish the new Network by the sharing of best practice. Language barriers would
need to be taken into account in the twinning process although English was often
taught as a second language in Eastern Europe;
q) Support should be offered to established Local Networks that were not working
efficiently or achieving their potential;
r) The implications on resources needed to be considered when identifying work to be
undertaken to ensure that projects could be completed within the time-frame;
s) IET membership subscriptions seemed higher in low cost countries. Subscription
rates was a subject kept under constant review by the Board of Trustees who had
agreed that members worldwide would be billed in Sterling and that rates would be
UK based;
t) It was agreed that the Board should be supplied with background information about
potential growth areas of the Middle East, Eastern Europe, the Gulf and developing
countries such as Africa which should cover industry, universities and professional
bodies in the regions. Members of the Board and staff were requested to produce
reports for the next meeting.
ACTION: Ebrahim Al-Gallaf – Middle East
Faith Golly – Africa
Staff – Eastern Europe
5.2
The Board did not feel that it was appropriate to form any sub-committee until a need had
been identified that one was necessary.
TO NOTE: All
5.3
Members would be appointed to lead on specific issues as and when topics were
identified.
TO NOTE: All
6.

Nominations to Regional Boards

The Board noted the procedure for electing members to Regioal Boards and that here had
been one nomination for the EMEA RB for the 2009/10 session (EMEARB(09)4). The Board
agreed it was members’ duty to search out experienced volunteers who would be prepared to
devote time and effort to Regional Board duties, particularly from among members who were
based in areas where the Board wished effort to be focussed.
TO NOTE: Members
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7.

Agenda for the next meeting of the Board

7.1
The Board identified the following possible topics to be included in the Agenda of the 30
September meeting:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Business and Management Report
Feedback from the GO Board meeting
Prioritisation of opportunities within the region
Local Network Finance Committee report
Middle East Report
Eastern Europe Report
Africa Report
Communication between the Board and Local Networks

7.2

Reports were required for circulation to all Board members by the end of August 2009.

8.

Training Needs

ACTION: Staff, Ebrahim Al-Gallaf, Faith Golly

The Board requested training to explain the roles and responsibilities of the various IET
Departments, particularly from Marketing – Local Networks’ role in recuiting members – and
from Inspec –developments within the EMEA region.
9.

Guidance Notes
The Board noted the Guidance Notes for Members of Boards and Committees 2008/09.

10.

Any Other Business
No other business was brought to the attention of the Board.

11.

Dates of Next Meeting

11.1 The next meeting of the Board was agreed as 30 September 2009 in Savoy Place. This
would be a full day meeting with training arranged for half of the day.
TO NOTE: All
11.2 A tele-conference would take place on 4 September 2009 (4 pm Cyprus time, 2 pm UK
time) to a) discuss whether sufficient information had been supplied in the Reports and b)
finalise the Agenda items for the 30 September meeting.
TO NOTE: All
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